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Abstract. Language ambiguities are a problem in various fields. For example, in
Machine Translation themajor cause of errors is ambiguity.Moreover, ambiguous
words can be confusing for Information Extraction algorithms. Our purpose in this
work is to provide a new approach to solve semantic ambiguities by dealing with
the problem of the fine granularity of sense inventories. Our goal is to replaceword
senses with Semantic Classes that share properties, features and meanings. Also
another semantic resources, Relevant Domains, is used to extract extract semantic
information and enrich the process. The results obtained are evaluated in the
Evaluation Exercises for the Semantic Analysis of Text (SensEval) framework.

1 Introduction

WSD is considered to be one of the most difficult problems in Artificial Intelligence
and is also considered as an intermediate task within the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) field [16]. Rather than an isolated problem, WSD often forms part of other
NLP task. One of the most successful approaches in the last years has been Supervised
Machine Learning, and in concrete supervised learning from examples. In this approach,
Machine Learning models are induced from semantic annotated examples [8] usually
using WordNet [3] as sense repository. Despite this wide use of WordNet, it has been
criticized because the sense distinctions it provides are often too fine-grained for higher
applications such as Machine Translation or Information Extraction, and represent too
narrow distinctions that are not informative for NLP [9].

In this work we present a new supervised approach based on Semantic Classes in
order to solve the problem of semantic ambiguity. Our goal is to provide a method with
which obtain a hierarchy of semantic labels that represents a set of equivalent senses and
use them into a supervised system. One of the main purposes of this work is to tackle
the problems caused by semantic resources that are too fine-grained using another type
of semantic indicators instead.
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Generally speaking, a semantic class is a concept that groups sub-concepts and word
senses that share properties, features and meanings, such as vehicle with sub-concepts
such as car or helicopter or building with school or church as sub-concepts. We will
explore the performance of a WSD system when different types of semantic classes are
used to build the semantic features. Firstly, we propose a basic system using traditional
features, mainly contextual features. This system will be used as a reference to compare
its results with other experiments. In order to improve this first approach, different
semantic classes will be employed to generate the semantic features and the performance
of this extended system will be analyzed.

2 State of the Art

Many researchers have focused their efforts on developing efficient WSD systems.
However, WSD has been a challenging problem since [15] first introduced the question
of ambiguity in the late 1950s, and it continues to be so. As last SensEval and SemEval3
competitions have shown, there has been a very small improvement in the performance
of the WSD systems.

Various approaches have been followed to tackle the problem of the excessively
fine granularity of word senses. Some research has been focused on deriving different
word–sense groupings to overcome the fine-grained description of word senses in
WordNet [1,11,12]. However, these approaches only attempt to group senses of the
same word, thus producing a coarse-grained repository of word senses, but only taking
advantage of the reduction of the polysemy.

Like our approach, some research has been focused on using a predefined set of
semantic classes for learning class–based classifiers for WSD [14,2]. Most of these
approaches use the lexicographic files of WordNet (also known as SuperSenses (SS)
as coarse-grained sense distinctions, but less attention has been paid to learning class-
based classifiers from other available sense groupings.

The use of semantic classes rather than word senses in the development of a WSD
system can also be found in unsupervised approaches, for instance in [7,4] which study
the relations between meanings and domains.

3 Semantic Resources

In this section we explain the semantic resources used in our work. These can be divided
into two groups: semantic classes and domains. A semantic class is a concept that
subsumes other concepts that share common characteristics. The link between concepts
and subconcepts is modelled by the relation “is-a”, for example a car “is-a” vehicle,
(vehicle is a semantic class). A domain is a specific area of interest for humans. Each
domain has a set of related words known as a terminology. The link between these words
and their domain is modelled by the relation “belongs-to”. For example, the word soccer
“belongs-to” the sports domain.

3 http://www.senseval.org

http://www.senseval.org
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There are different Semantic Classes repositories, each one groups the word senses
in a different way, resulting in sets with a different granularity. We have used two
types of Semantic Classes derived from WordNet: Basic Level Concepts (BLC) and
SuperSenses. BLC are concepts that result from the compromise between representing
as many concepts and features as possible. We have used the BLC sets created
by [5]. SuperSenses are the name given to the WordNet Lexicographer Files within
the framework of WSD. WordNet synsets are organized into 45 SuperSenses, based on
syntactic categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) and logical groupings, such
as person, phenomenon, feeling, location, etc.

On the other hand, we have usedWordNet Domains (WND) and Relevant Domains
(RD) as domains resources. WND [6] is a hierarchy of 165 domain labels which have
been used to tag all WN synsets. This set of labels is organized into a taxonomy by
following the Dewey Decimal Classification System4.

WND is used as a basis to develop the resource called Relevant Domains (RD). The
aim of this resource is to collect information from WordNet glosses in order to obtain
new relations among words and domains. This resource has been previously evaluated
in a WSD knowledge-based system [13]. The idea is to use the Mutual Information
formula to calculate association ratios between words (or senses) and domains.

4 Semantic Class-based WSD System

In order to use the resources and features previously explained, we have followed a
supervised Machine Learning approach to develop a set of class-based WSD taggers.
Our systems use an implementation of a Support Vector Machine5 algorithm to train the
classifiers (one per class) in semantic annotated corpora in order to acquire positive and
negative examples of each class and in the definition of a set of features to represent these
examples. The system decides and selects from among the possible semantic classes
defined for a word. In the sense approach, one classifier is generated for each word
sense, and the classifiers choose between the possible senses of the word. The examples
used to train a single classifier for a concrete word are all the examples of this word
sense. In the class-based approach, one classifier is generated for each semantic class.
Thus, when we wish to label a word, our system obtains the set of possible semantic
classes for this word, and then launches each of the semantic classifiers related to these
semantic categories. The most likely category is then selected for the word.

We believe that this semantic class-based approach has several advantages. First,
semantic classes reduce the average polysemy degree of words (some word senses
are grouped together within the same semantic class). Moreover, the problem of the
acquisition bottleneck in supervised machine learning algorithms is attenuated, because
the number of examples for each classifier is increased.

4 It was selected because it provides a good coverage, is freely available and widely used to
classify written data. http://www.oclc.org/dewey

5 SVMLight
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SemCor [10] was used for training while the corpora from the English all-words
tasks of SensEval-2 (SE2)6, SensEval-3 (SE3)7 and SemEval–1(SEM1)8 were used for
testing. We also considered the SemEval-2007 coarse-grained task corpus for testing,
but this dataset was discarded because this corpus is also annotated with clusters of word
senses which are not comparable with Semantic Classes.

We have defined a set of features in order to represent the examples according to
previous works in WSD and the nature of class-based WSD. Features widely used in
literature have been selected. In particular, our systems use the following basic features.
Word-forms and lemmas in a window of 10 words around the target word PoS: the
concatenation of the preceding/following three/five PoS bigrams and trigrams formed
by lemmas and word-forms and obtained in a window of 5 words. We use all tokens
regardless of their PoS to build bi/trigrams. The target word is replaced with X in
these features in order to increase their generalization for the semantic classifiers. We
have also defined a set of Semantic Features with which explode different semantic
resources in order to enrich the set of basic features: (1) the most frequent semantic
class over SemCor for the target word, and the semantic classes of monosemic words
around the target word.

Several types of semantic classes have been considered during the creation of these
features, in particular, WordNet Domains, BLC–209 and Relevant Domains. We have
selected these sets of semantic classes because they have been created by following
different approaches and each one therefore has specific characteristics and a certain
level of abstraction.

4.1 Experiments

We have defined several experiments focused on analyzing the influence of the semantic
features in our semantic class-based system. In all the experiments, the classifiers have
been built using BLC–20 semantic classes. In other words, one classifier is trained for
each of the semantic classes within the BCL–20 set (in this set there are 649 semantic
classes for nouns and 616 for verbs). Our classifiers therefore assign the proper semantic
class to each ambiguos noun or verb in a text, as defined in the semantic-based WSD
approach. Since the traditional evaluation in international WSD competitions (mainly
SensEval and SemEval) is performed at a word sense level, we need to adapt the output
of our system, and transform each semantic class assigned to a word into a word sense.
We follow the same approach used in previous related work: our classifiers propose a
Semantic Class, and the first sense for the word according to WordNet that belongs to
that class is selected.

The evaluation was performed on SE2, SE3 and SEM1 All-Words tasks. We
computed the standard measures for the evaluation of WSD systems (precision, recall

6 http://www.sle.sharp.co.uk/senseval2
7 http://www.senseval.org/senseval3
8 http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval
9 The value 20 refers to the threshold of minimum number of synsets that a possible BLC
must subsume to be considered as a proper BLC. These BLC sets were built using all kind
of relations.

http://www.sle.sharp.co.uk/senseval2
http://www.senseval.org/senseval3
http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval
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and Fβ=1 of each experiment on the three corpora. We have also included the baseline
based on the most frequent sense (Fβ=1 measure), and the result of the best system of
the oficial participants in the task (also the Fβ=1).

Table 1 contains the F1 value of our classifiers, when only one semantic class was
used to build the semantic features (the type of this semantic class is represented in the
header of the columns where RelDomW is Basic features and semantic features built
with Relevant Domains based on words and RelDomS is Basic features and semantic
features built with Relevant Domain based on word senses)

Table 1. F1 value over test corpora

Corpus Basic WND BLC20 RelDomW RelDomS Baseline Best
SV2 0.667 0.665 0.658 0.627 0.626 0.570 0.685
SV3 0.641 0.644 0.642 0.637 0.638 0.620 0.652
SEM1 0.511 0.511 0.543 0.511 0.521 0.514 0.591

It will first be observed that in three cases with different test corpus, the most
frequent baselines are exceeded. As stated previously, these kinds of baselines are
usually very hard to attain in WSD tasks. Moreover, despite the fact that our classifiers
do not attain the result of the best participating systems in each task (SE2, SE3 and
SEM1), in some cases our classifiers show a similar performance to the best system.
In general, the results when semantic features are used are higher than if no semantic
information is included, except in the case of SE2, in which the best result is obtained by
the Basic experiment. This could be explained if we look at the domain of the evaluation
set from SE2, which was built from three different sources, a mystery novel, a medical
report and a paper on children education.

Furthermore, upon comparing RelDomW and RelDomS it will be noted that the
performance is similar. This indicates that the statistic information provided by words,
without considering senses, is sufficient to model the domains of a certain context.

Table 2 shows the performance of the system when pairs of semantic classes are
combined to generate the semantic features. The aim of these experiments was to
combine different sources of semantic information, in order to analyze whether they
can provide complementary information.

Table 2. F1 value over test corpora

Corpus Basic BLC20+WND BLC20+RelDomS WND+SS Baseline Best
SV2 0.667 0.658 0.659 0.666 0.570 0.685
SV3 0.641 0.642 0.642 0.641 0.620 0.652
SEM1 0.511 0.541 0.543 0.519 0.514 0.591

On the one hand, we can see that the baselines are again exceeded. On the other hand,
the results of these experiments when combining two semantic classes are worse than
when only one class is used to build the semantic features. In general, it would appear
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that the information provided by semantic features can help up to a certain point, and that
no combination of semantic classes improves these results. The information provided by
different semantic classes therefore appears not to be complementary, and there is a kind
of overlapping between the semantic features according to different semantic classes.
This is normal if we consider that the main source from which all the semantic classes
were derived was the same: WordNet.

5 Conclusions and Discussion

In this work we have presented a supervised approach to WSD using semantic classes
rather than word senses. The goal of our proposal is to avoid the problem of the fine
granularity of sense inventories. We propose to solve semantic ambiguities and to
maintain semantic coherence by grouping together those concepts that share certain
properties. This proposal has been evaluated in the SensEval framework and compared
with the results of the best systems. According to the results obtained, we have
demonstrated that semantic information extracted from resources based on WordNet
leads to an improvement in the performance of our WSD system. However, there is
a critical point at which the results are not improved and remain steady. One of the
reasons for this behaviour is that the information added is redundant, despite the fact
that it comes from different sources.

After the evaluation analysis and with regard to the results obtained, we can observe
that the performance with the use of semantic attributes works better or worse depending
on the evaluation corpora utilized. For instance, the use of WND as semantic attributes
provides the best results in SensEval-3. However, BLC classes work better in SemEval.
Again, we can observe the influence of domain specific corpora during the WSD
process. Related to this question, although the resources should be adapted to a specific
domain to improve the results, it is important to highlight that in several cases, the results
obtained using semantic attributes built with an automatic process (BLC and Relevant
Domains) work similarly or even better than manual attributes (WND). This fact
supposes an advantage, since these kinds of attributes could be generated automatically
and adapted to a new domain. On the other hand, the manual development of a resource
for this purpose would be time consuming. Furthermore, our results are very close to
the best systems in each competition, and in all cases exceed the baseline based on the
most frequent sense.
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